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A Message from the President
By Steve Lundquist , PMP, President

the Director of Marketing. I am looking forward to working with her on
fresh new ideas to get the word about
this chapter out to the New Hampshire
population. Jesse is currently an inWelcome to the Fall News- structor in the Manchester PMP Study
letter. I’d like to pass along Group. He is joining the board as a
some information and ad- Director at Large, and will be transitionditional things that the
ing to the Director of Education. He
chapter is doing, as well as encourage
will bring his experience in actually
you to keep the chapter growing and
having taught a class for our study
vibrant.
groups under his belt to the position,
and will also work with Karl Thulin, our
Chapter Growth
Vice President of Professional DevelopAt the July chapter meeting, I had men- ment to continue to bring high quality
tioned that it would be nice to get peo- educational opportunities to our memple who don’t regularly attend chapter
meetings to join us. In addition to peoInside this issue:
ple who may be members of the chapter, but not involved, it would also be
1
From the
nice to get people who are in the career
President
field to join the chapter. Part of that is
the responsibility of the board; however,
Complex Problems 3
you as the membership can also have an
using MS Project
effect on chapter life. I would like to
see those of you who come to chapter
meetings bring a friend. Someone who
5
Scheduling Agile
is either not involved in the chapter, or
Project
even someone who doesn’t even know
what the chapter is about. Also, if you
6
Inspiring
know of organizations out there that
Leadership
have project managers, but are not
7
Chapter Events
aware of PMI, please let us know. The
Board would be more than happy to go
8
Mentor Program
to these organizations and give them a
presentation on the benefits of PMI and
9
What is the PMIwhy they should get their personnel inACP
Exam
volved in our chapter.
Letter from the President
Greetings Fellow Project Management
Professionals,

New Board Members
I would also like to take this opportunity
to thank Melissa Brown and Jesse Edwards for volunteering to join our
board. Melissa with be taking over as

Breaking the Unwritten Rules

10

What is a Project?

12
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bership. Even though we are filling
up our board’s positions, we still
have plenty of volunteer opportunities that you can get involved with.
Also keep an eye out on the Volunteer Relationship Management System (VRMS) for other volunteer opportunities. Remember, you get
PDUs as well as doing good for your
community and organization.
FIRST Robotics
Speaking of educational opportunities, we have a chance to spread education about Project Management to
another organization. The national
headquarters for the FIRST Robotics
Competition resides in Manchester,
and they have asked the New Hampshire chapter to give their executive
leadership a Project Management
101 course. Part of this course it to
help the FIRST team understand the
common language that we all speak
as project managers. Part of this will
also be to create a course that other
chapters within FIRST can also use
for their volunteers to become more
familiar with project management
concepts. The final part of this program will be to train enough FIRST
members and volunteers enough to
deliver project management skills to
the kids who are actually executing
these robotic build and competition
programs.
Initially the chapter had thought that
Continued next page
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A Message from the President continued
providing a condensed version of our
regular PMP Study Group material
would suffice, but the FIRST organization wanted something different, and
more suited to their needs. I am happy
to welcome aboard Raj Vayyavur who
has volunteered to lead this project and
the development of a custom program
for FIRST. Not only can this be used
by the local group here, but since
FIRST is a worldwide organization,
the goal is to spread this to anywhere
FIRST and PMI have any representation. This will be an opportunity for
our PMI chapter to have a worldwide
influence. If you are interested in getting involved in this project to develop
the course, present the materials to
FIRST, or help in any other way,
please contact a board member and
we’ll put you in touch with Raj, or the
appropriate individual.
Leadership Institute Meeting (LIM)
Each year, the leadership of all the
North American chapters get together
right before the PMI Global Congress.
This year is no different. Keep an eye
out on the @PMI_NH Twitter handle
as I will be live tweeting the event.
Jason Hui (President-elect) and I will
also be talking to various other chapters from all over North America, and
we hope to bring back exciting ideas,
programs, and best practices from
other chapters. It was at LIM that the
idea to have an Agile Certified Practitioner (ACP) study group to complement our PMP study groups was
hatched. We also helped spread the
idea of an awards program which we
instituted last year to other chapters,
and we have heard of several that have
instituted the same thing.

Awards Program
And please, don’t forget about awards.
We are still in 2014, but be thinking of
deserving individuals, projects, or
companies that you may want to nominate. This year, Jason will be running
the program. If you have any questions
or ideas, please contact him at president-elect@pmi-nh.org.

Sincerely,
Steve Lundquist, PMP, PMI-ACP,
M.Sc.
President
PMI New Hampshire Chapter

Mentoring
Another article you will see in the
newsletter is about mentoring. Nora
Colliton is also running this program
(events@pmi-nh.org). We have had
great success in finding mentors, however we need mentees. This is an excellent opportunity to recommend a
younger individual that you may know
or is in your organization that could
Steve Lundquist presenting the Company
benefit from such a program.
Food Bank
As many of you are aware, one charity
activity the chapter does at each chapter meeting is collect non-perishable
goods for donation to the New Hampshire food bank. As of late, these donations have fallen off a little. As we
move from fall to winter, I just wanted
to remind you all that any donation to
the food bank is appreciated, and helps
New Hampshire families. This is especially important at this time of year
when the need tends to be the greatest.

of the Year award to Joel Freidrich, VP of
the Elbit Systems of America PMO

Thank you for all you do to help the
chapter, and remember to keep involved. We are only as good as our
Presenting Project Manager of the Year to
membership allows us to be. Please
Ken Quast
don’t hesitate to let us know how we
can benefit you and the membership at
large. Your ideas and energy are always welcome.
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Membership Contributions
By Dave Russo, PMP

services with a similar level of service.  Validate reported SLA performBenefits of this improved availability
ance (internal and external) to enFinancial Services Company
of information include:
sure that the most relevant and
 Improved investment process
meaningful data points are being
Prepares Batch Cycle for Global
support for Portfolio Managers
captured and reported
Operations using MS-Project
in global offices
 Provide governance for systems
 Improved client & business rechanges affecting the batch cycle,
This is a case study paper I wrote after
porting
for
personnel
in
global
setting thresholds above which
completing this project. Thought the
offices
systems teams should have their
use of multiple techniques and tools to
 Improved positioning of as a
changes reviewed and approved by
define and solve this complex probtruly global organization: tangithe working group
lem, especially the use of MS-Project
ble implementation of a global
 Recommend best practices for dewith sub-second duration for tasks
information strategy
velopment, testing and communithen network diagram analysis to afcation of systems changes affectfect changes to the critical path of rouThe
Challenge
The
client
estabing the batch cycle.
tines and procedures in order to comlished two working groups: Global
plete processing in the desired times
Systems and Batch Cycle OptimizaThe Response – As the Systems Anawould interest PMI-NH members.
tion. The Global Systems Working
lyst, I used an approach for Master
Group
focused
on
pulling
together
reData Management, built a work breakThe Situation – A large financial serquirements
and
planning
strategic
long
down structure (WBS) containing
vices company operates a Boston-term
changes
that
will
affect
the
batch
steps to document/diagram the batch
centric trading system whereby the
cycle current state, define the future
performance targets of the UNIX pro- cycle in the future, while the Batch
state, establish cycle trend, monitoring,
duction cycles are keyed off the trad- Cycle Optimization Working Group
and reporting capabilities, identify boting day hours of operation for Eastern focused on opportunities for significant
improvements
in
the
short
and
tlenecks, leveraged database and
Standard Time (EST) Zone. Global
medium-term
for
the
nightly
batch
cyserver tools to analyze root causes of
offices whose hours of operation overcle
performance.
The
latter
was
conthe bottlenecks and identify initiatives
lap the off hours of EST suffer data
to improve the nightly production
instability during their trading activi- structed with membership from all
batch cycle. From that four month
ties while the nightly batch cycle cal- business and development teams reculates Start of Day (SOD) and month sponsible for processes running during effort, the group proposed necessary
to date (MTD) holdings valuations and the nightly batch cycle with a Systems governance process changes to provide
Analyst to lead the group to:
ongoing oversight.
accurately records transactions. All

Gain
a
clear
understanding
of
the
business users need timely access to
flows of the nightly batch cycle
The guiding principles were to answer
information necessary to their area of
and its critical path components
these questions:
responsibility to perform their respon Target and prioritize areas for im1. Are we executing only the
sibilities effectively regardless of the
provement once the critical path
tasks that belong in the batch
global office in which they are located.
processes in the nightly batch cycycle?
cle
have
been
identified
2.
Are we performing those tasks
Improving the performance of the
in the correct order?
nightly batch cycle provides employ-  Identify and implement scalable,
repeatable methods and tools for
3. Are we performing those tasks
ees in equivalent roles, regardless of
monitoring batch cycle performas efficiently and effectively
location, to have comparable access to
ance and trends
as possible?
applications, data, and market data
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By Dave Russo, PMP

tween business and IT began planning
the rollout of trading professionals
into global markets. Just as important, the Enterprise Systems teams
have the tools in place to improve the
performance of their database applicaApplication Profiling
 Developed RAPTOR (Repository
tions whether or not they are part of
of "Application Proactive Tuning
the batch cycle process. They also
& Optimization" Reports) using
have the tools to monitor the execuOracle Reports and measures to
tion of their UNIX batch cycle and
identify top consumers of system
accurately target applications for imand database resources:
provement as the batch cycle window
Top SQL Metrics: by Logical I/ for execution shrinks with the increasO, by TEMP usage, by Shared
ing demand for supporting global opMemory usage (nonerations.
compliance with BIND variable
usage) Top Application MetThrough close examination of applirics: by CPU, by I/O block exe- cations, the company has implecution, by Waits
mented multi-threading capabilities to
 Deployed HotSoS to provide PL/
significantly reduce batch processing
SQL developers an ability to iden- execution times. Enterprise reporting
tify and eliminate scalability incapabilities increased their execution
hibitors in their application code.
times by adding steps to provide users
with feedback on expected performConstruct Volume Dependent Criti- ance of their report execution and assign priority levels so reports necescal Path Models
 Translating trade volume forecast
sary for global office operation cominto Transaction Volume Projecpleted first. The number of system
tions
backups was reduced after showing
 Model Load Scenarios
them as redundant. Finally, the data
 Using TWS/Graph and MS-Project warehouse team is identifying many
to model elapsed time of major
areas where the burden of processing
volume sensitive schedule.jobs
can be shifted back to the applications
and model impact of trade volume as they understand more about the
increase on critical SLA endpoints true architecture of enterprise data.
 Develop CPU usage models corresponding to batch cycle timeline
The Technology – The solution used
several “off-the-shelf” technologies to
The Result – The company was able accomplish the goal. Tivoli Work
to understand the critical path of their Scheduler (TWS)/Graph from Horibatch cycle processes helping them
zonNT and Segus, Inc are used to proconstruct accurate system and data
vide graphic representation of predeavailability timelines for their global cessor and successor relationships
offices. Now a coordinated effort be- among schedules and jobs across the


To answer the first two questions, we
followed the approach of The Zachman Framework for Enterprise Architecture and described the batch cycle
according to who, what, where, when,
why, and how of the current operations. In the first pass, we identified
several unnecessary processes executing during the batch cycle and moved
their execution off the critical path
onto different servers and set to run at
a different time. The critical path was
identified or confirmed through interviews with business users and development managers to update the existing documentation confirmed against
Tivoli Workload Scheduler MOZART
and SYMPHONY data files. From
there, SLA items and metrics were
updated to match so business and IT
leaders have insight to data and system
availability with accurate start, stop,
and duration intervals. They also identified several processes that violated
UNIX best practices for schedule execution that led to improvements in execution times on the order of 40%
faster.
To answer question 3, “Are we performing those tasks as efficiently and
effectively as possible”, we had to dive
into the details of database and server
operations. We defined tasks enabling
us to triangulate on areas for improvement:
Server Farm Workload Characterization

Identify suspect schedules/jobs
for time shifting to reduce CPU
consumption. Critical in a highly

contentious environment.
Review processor board assignments against batch cycle operations.
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By

Nora Colliton, MBA, PMP

ployment. Often, the program or pro- a. Latest date we can accept requireject team forgets that only aspects can
ments for feature development. In
be done iteratively. The rest, however,
other words, last stories we can
must be done sequentially.
pull into an iteration and still meet
all the dates.
Steps for Filling In Scheule:
b. Date when all development will be
I find this topic
1. Admittedly, I back into the schedcomplete; likewise, when QA will
very ironic for a
ule.
be complete.
PM. How many
a. There’s always an end date. (If
years did it take for
you know of a project where the
The schedule is a living document, of
my business stakeholders to finally
team can provide the end date,
course. Many times, stories are not
understand what a Gantt chart is? Let
sign me up!!!)
pulled in when designated. But the
alone want to review one? Now that
b. Still backing into it, add in the
milestones hold, unless the end date is
out business stakeholders understand
changed.
what a Gantt schedule is, we tell our
stakeholders that we are developing
At the minimum, you can provide a
using an Agile methodology. And no,
Project Schedule for communication
there’s no real schedule!
purposes. Even Agile team members
are happy to have a look at the big picProblem to Solve:
ture. And business stakeholders and
Your team is “using Agile” but your
executives have their high level project
stakeholders want a schedule of the
schedule.
project from beginning to end. This is
a valid request, by the way. They want
standard, best-practices deployIf you told me 10 years ago that my
to know what they will be getting for
ment activities such as:
stakeholders would be asking me for a
their money – what you’re going to
i. Prod Preparation – putting in Gantt chart, I’d have been laughing.
deliver and by when, so they can plan
change tickets, providing docu- But they are asking. So, Agile develtheir other non-development activities
ments, etc.
opment project managers need to resuch as change management and trainii. Training and other change
spond by providing a project schedule.
ing.
management activities.
c. Include end user testing, above and
It’s doable, of course. Otherwise, I
beyond testing done during the
wouldn’t be writing this article.
iterations.
2. Then, going to the front of the
Often, when a project team is “using
schedule (today),
Agile”, people forget that it’s the dea. Add in the iteration durations (2 or 3
velopment and testing that may be Agweek increments).
ile. You still can’t deploy to Producb. Add in specific milestones/features
tion until after all the development and
for iterations – e.g., builds, test
testing activities are done. And, for all
complete.
those approvals to go into Production? c. Repeat for all iterations.
You still need to justify and get ap3. I’m usually able to provide mileproval before you can begin your destones at this point, such as:
An IT PM’s Ponderings: A Project
Schedule for an Agile Project?
By Nora Colliton,
MBA, PMP
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Inspiring Leadership
By Peg Duggan
Peg Duggan, PMP is
the current Director of
Operations for PMI
New Hampshire
Chapter and served as
Chapter President
during 2012-2013
I have been selfemployed for a number of years now
and while there are many advantages
to working for yourself, the downside
is that it is more difficult to find opportunities to work on a team. There is a
lot to be said about what you can learn
from your team members and what you
can offer to them. That is one of the
reasons why I volunteer my time as a
member of the board of directors for
our chapter.
There is an initiative within PMI to
change Project Managers into Project
Leaders. Managers manage the work
while Leaders inspire people. For the
last few years PMI has provided workshops and sessions on “Leading with
Compassion” and “Inspiring through
Emotional Intelligence”. The PMI
Market Place is full of books on the
“whys” and “how to dos”.
There is also an initiative within PMI
New Hampshire to pilot a mentoring
program this year. Nora Colliton,
PMP is managing the pilot. She has
written an article in the last issue of the
newsletter. As a result there are currently several mentor/mentee pairings
now, and if you are interested in participating, please contact her directly at

events@pmi-nh.org.
I was lucky to have a great mentor who
took a chance with me when I approached her with my interest in becoming a software product manager.
Initially, that meant she acted as a
coach and taught me the ropes. After a
few years, it evolved into a mentor
relationship even after we both moved
onto other departments and other companies. We continued to talk, email,
and meet regularly. Ever since that
time she has guided me throughout my
career.
While I continue my career, I also am
a life learner. I am currently enrolled
in a course at www.coursera.org The
title is “Inspiring Leadership through
Emotional Intelligence” taught by
Richard Boyatzis, Ph.D., Distinguished
University Professor, Professor of Organizational Behavior, at Case Western Reserve University. The 8 week
course summary states that it is about
leadership and inspiring change. There
are lectures, quizzes, assignments,
keeping a Personal Learning Journal
and writing Your Personal Vision. It
addresses questions on what is a great
leader and explains “resonant leadership” and how to build a resonant relationship. And it stresses the importance of a mentor /coach role and using
emotional, social and cognitive intelligence competencies to inspire someone to find who they are instead of
telling them what they should do.
With all this learning, it is now time to
put it to practice. While I am interested in finding another mentor, I am
now also interested in being a mentor.
So I volunteered. I believe that I will
also benefit from the relationship and
Page 6

experience and I am looking forward
to it. Why don’t you join me?
Peg rDuggan, PMP
Director of Operations
PMI New Hampshire Chapter
PS: Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) offerings from coursera.org
are available and you can participate in
several tracks (many free). Additional sessions of “Inspiring Leadership through Emotional Intelligence”
will be available starting November 3,
2014, February 2, 2015, and May 4,
2015. I would recommend this course
if you are interested in learning about
Emotional Intelligence in your work as
Project Leaders.
Remember: PMPs
earn PDUs for
attending PMI New
Hampshire Events
and writing articles

Presenting the Project of the Year to Al

Langguth (right, Polar Ice PM), and
Ron Jellison Vice President and General Manager of KMC Systems (left)
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For more information go to:http://www.pmi-nh.org/meetings.htm

Recent Chapter Meeting: Oct. 15th
Sponsored by:
The Meaning of Agility
Speaker: Douglas Birgfeld, Director,
Project Management Office, State of Maine, Office of Information Technology

Doug Birgfeld engaged the audience with a talk about how the Agile framework can be
practically implemented in traditional project management settings. He discussed the problems
of agile conversions and implementations and the promise of successfully using the agile discipline. He
also summarized how the State of Maine uses Agile in combination with Rational Unified Process
elements to provide the strategic overlay that the agile framework can lack.
Doug Birgfeld is the Director of the Project Management Office for the State of Maine, Office of Information Technology. Doug
has been on a two year mission to introduce and implement successful project delivery methods in a varied, fast pace environment.
Prior to his work at the Maine PMO, Doug was a development manager who, with his team, implemented to first agile development
team for the State of Maine.

Upcoming: Dec. 3, 2014, 6-9pm

The Yard

Manchester, NH

From Chaos to Success: How Better Cost Acctg. can Propel Your Company to Higher Profitability
Speaker: Curt Finch, CEO of Journyx
The goal for this presentation is lofty but surprisingly simple: to show you how to employ highlydelineated cost accounting capabilities in your company so that you become more profitable, eliminate
competitors, grow revenue, and lower both costs and risk. Are you ready?
Curt Finch is the CEO of Journyx. Journyx is not your average software company. We strive to be relentlessly creative and to build tools that help you spend your time on things that matter. After all, time is all we have. Founded in
1996, Journyx offers customers two solutions to reach the highest levels of profitability: Journyx – project, time and expense tracking software – and Journyx PX – resource management software that provides work and financial forecasting for a complete picture
of project and budget status, employee time and availability. Curt earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer Science from
Virginia Tech.

Upcoming: Jan. 21, 2015, 6-9pm Martha’s Exchange, Nashua, NH
Leading, Managing, Coaching: What hat to wear and when?
Speaker: Star Dargin
Leading, coaching, and managing are similar, yet different. Each is an action that creates different results
and will have a different impact, and each requires similar skills, yet each is applied differently. Being
aware of your natural style and determining which actions to take is complex and challenging. By being
aware more is possible.
Star has eclectic background experience in engineering, leadership, organizational management, and project management, consultation, teaching and coaching. Her client experience includes industries and operations in publishing, high technology, small business, bio-technology, university and other learning institutions, state agencies, and freelance independent workers
Page 7
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PMI-NH Chapter Mentoring Program Update
Questions You May Ask
on the PMI-NH Chapter Mentoring Program
Will there be a PMI-NH Chapter Mentoring Program, and if so, when will the Program be available? Answer: The PMINH Chapter began the promised Chapter Mentoring Program. Many more people volunteered to mentor. We’re
looking for chapter members who need mentoring in Project and Program Management or Agile. If you need mentoring, please contact Nora Colliton at nccolliton@yahoo.com.
How can I help?
Answer: If you are interested in mentoring, please contact Nora Colliton at nccolliton@yahoo.com. We’d like for
you to complete a form so that we can properly match you to mentees.
Do I have to be a PMI-NH Chapter member?
Answer: Yes, to receive the Chapter benefit, you will need to be a chapter member to be mentored. However, if you
want to mentor someone, you simply need adequate experience to share.
Does it cost me anything?
Answer: This is a benefit to our Chapter members. So, there is no monetary cost. However, if you do commit to a mentor/mentee pairing, we have some expectations on your time and participation. We will share the guidelines with
those who participate as either a mentor or a mentee.
If I volunteer, can I get PDUs?
Answer: Yes, of course. Mentoring Program Committee members will receive PDUs. And, both mentors and mentees
also receive PDUs.

NH Food Bank

Bring an item for a special raffle ticket at each Chapter Meeting. NH Food
Bank requests non-perishable shelf stable foods. If you are interested in volunteering collecting, delivering, and/or sorting, contact communications@pminh.org. Needed items are:
Cash or check made payable to NH Food Bank
Consider:
-Canned Soups
-Pastas
-Cereals
-Canned Vegetables
-Crackers
-Granola Bars
-Peanut Butter
-Other non-perishable items
-Pasta Sauce
-Crackers
Page 8
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What Exactly is the PMI
-ACP Exam?
By Cornelius Fichtner, PMP, CSM
Have you been hearing coworkers talk
about taking the Project Management Institute® Agile Certified Practitioner (PMIACP)®? Or have you been seeing the acronym PMI-ACP® more frequently? Has
that left you wondering what exactly the
PMI-ACP Exam is and if it is for you?
Here we will look into what PMI-ACP
means and provide you with information
outlining the exam requirements, the exam
content, and what you need to do to maintain your PMI-ACP certificate once you
pass the exam.
First things first -- What does PMI-ACP
stand for? PMI-ACP is the PMI® certification that “recognizes an individual’s
expertise in using agile practices in their
projects, while demonstrating their increased professional versatility through
agile tools and techniques”. (Project Management Institute). In other words, once
you pass the PMI-ACP, you are then considered a PMI Agile Certified Practitioner.
Passing the PMI-ACP Exam indicates to
employers and others both inside and outside the Agile Community that you have
demonstrated experience working on Agile projects, and knowledge of Agile practices, principles, tools, and techniques.
Secondly, how can you be sure if taking
the PMI-ACP Exam is the right step for
you? First you need to have the desire to
become a PMI-ACP. Next you need to
verify that you meet the PMI-ACP certification requirements in four areas; educational background, general project experience, Agile project experience, and training in Agile practices. For educational
background you need to have a secondary
degree (high school diploma, associate’s
degree or global equivalent). In the area of

general project experience you need at
least 2,000 hours (12 months) of general
project experience within the past five
years. In the area of Agile project experience you need to have at least 1,500 hours
(8 months) of experience working on project teams that specifically used Agile
methodologies within the past three years.
Keep in mind that you cannot count the
same hours or projects towards general
project experience that you do for Agile
project experience. Finally, in the area of
training in Agile practices you need to
have at least 21 Contact Hours. A Contact
Hour is considered one hour of formal
education, in this case formal education in
Agile practices.
Once you have all of your general project
and Agile project hours documented, and
you have obtained your 21 contact hours,
you are then ready to start your application
to sit for the PMI-ACP Exam. You can
complete the application online at
www.pmi.org, or download a PDF copy of
the application, fill it out and then submit
it by mail. If you select to apply online
you will have 90 days to complete the application. If you have already earned your
PMP® or PgMP® credential then PMI has
already verified you have fulfilled the
2000 hours of general project experience
requirements to take the PMI-ACP®
Exam, and this requirement will be
waived.
Now that you know what PMI-ACP stands
for and what the requirements are to take
the exam, what should you expect when it
comes to the exam? The PMI-ACP Exam
consists of 120 multiple choice questions
that need to be answered within three
hours. There are two areas of questions on
the PMI-ACP® Exam. Half of the exam
questions cover Agile tools and techniques, and the other half cover Agile
knowledge and skills. Additional informaPage 9

tion on what is specifically covered on the
PMI-ACP Exam can be found in the most
current copy of PMI-ACP® Examination
Content Outline.
Once you take and pass the PMI-ACP
Exam, you will need to focus on maintaining your certification. This is accomplished by obtaining at least 30 professional development units (PDUs) during
your certification cycle, which is three
years and starts the day you pass the PMIACP Exam. A PDU is earned for each
hour spent conducting activities in one of
two divisions; education or giving back to
the profession. You can earn all 30 PDUs
with educational activities, but are limited
to 20 PDUs per cycle for the giving back
to the profession category. All activities in
either category must be within the specialized area of Agile project activities in order to be counted towards maintaining
your PMI-ACP certification. If you are
already a certified PMP® or PgMP® you
can claim Agile project activity PDUs
toward maintaining your PMP or PgMP
credential. So you still only need to earn
60 PDUs in total in three years, not 90.
And remember that all PDU hours you
earn towards your PMI-ACP certification
must be in the area of Agile project activities.
Obtaining your PMI-ACP certificate demonstrates to others your knowledge of Agile practices, tools, and techniques. Make
sure you understand PMI’s most current
requirements to qualify to sit for the exam
prior to starting the exam application process. An additional source for information
related to the PMI-ACP Exam and exam
process can be found at www.pmprepcast.com/agile.
About the author: Cornelius Fichtner,
PMP, CSM is a noted PMP and PMI-ACP
trainer. He has helped nearly 600 students
prepare for their PMI-ACP Exam with free
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The New England Project Management Summit:
Michael A. Weber Keynote Speaker on:
“Project Management-Breaking the Un-Written Rules”.
By Kathleen Babin-johnson
PMP, Director of Communications
PMI New Hampshire Chapter
In conjunction with speaker Michael Weber
On July 30th 2014 I attended the New
that impact all projects.
England Project Management Summit.
3. To create a plan for change
The organizing committees were com4. Tools for breaking the Unwritprised of volunteers and board memten Rules
bers from Mass Bay Chapter, Central
Mass Chapter, Ocean State Chapter,
1. What’s the Problem that we are
Southern New England Chapter and
addressing
New Hampshire Chapter.
 Patterns of behavior that stall
The morning Key Note session was
projects
 Recognize
presented by Michael A. Weber;
 Purpose of Unwritten Rules
 Rewrite
“Project Management-Breaking the Un
 Look at some of the common
 Reinforce
-Written Rules”. Michael Weber has
Unwritten rules below, How
been motivating and inspiring people
would it help if you broke that 4. Tools for Breaking the Rules –
for 20 years, speaking internationally
rule?
personal and project oriented:
on the topics of leadership, resiliency,
 ASK The Beautiful Question
team work, communication and life
2. Five Unwritten Rules that effect
– “Why?” or why not?
purpose. He is a graduate of Cornell
every Project – both individuals
 The Power of Choice
University and in 1993 he founded the
 Power of purpose – what’s
and teams
Southwestern Consulting Leadership
1. Possibility important? Why are we doing
Institute. Michael’s direct, humorous,
2. Capability – can I do it – 10%
this?
and frequent real life examples makes
higher
 What if statements
his teaching style enjoyable and effec3. Importance – We do what we
 Antithesis hypothesis
tive. You can find out more on Mithink is important
 Reboot the Hard drive
chael at:http://
4. Engagement – Individual effort
 Fix your focus
speakers.southwesternconsulting.com/
for group success
 Take Baby steps
Mike-Weber.aspx
5. Growth – how we become good
 Find a friend
Here are some of the notes Michael
provided from his presentation
“Breaking the Unwritten Rules”
Purpose: To help improve performance
through tools that encourage change
1. To define the concept of unwritten rules
2. To recognize 5 unwritten rules

3. Strategy for breaking the Un5. Think...What are the Unwritten
written Rules
Rules you need to break in your
 The challenge of simple and
team?...
easy –
 Simple describes the degree of
technical complexity
By Michael Weber
 Easy talks about level of commike@mikeweberspeaks.com
fort
 The process of change
Page 10
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The New England Project Management Summit:
Michael A. Weber Keynote Speaker on:
“Project Management-Breaking the Un-Written Rules”. continued
Direct From Michael’s Hand Out:
“Breaking The UNWRITTEN RULES”

Common Unwritten Rules
How you think affects how you act!

Unwritten Rules In Groups
The rule of permission: They won't let us do it.
The rule of importance: It's all about me.
The rule of resources: We can't afford it.
The rule of engagement: No one wants to help.

Unwritten Rules In Communication
The rule of volume: The louder - the better.
The rule of frequency: The more I send, the better.
The rule of conversation: Listen to me!

Unwritten Rules of Individuals
The rule of capability: I'm not good enough.
The rule of self-sufficiency: I'll do it by myself.
The rule of responsibility: It's not my fault.
The rule of time: There's never enough time.
The rule of stress: My life is out of contro
Unwritten Rules Among Leaders
The rule of control: It's my way or the highway.
The rule of motivation: Do it because "I said so!"
The rule of direction: I get to tell you where to go
The rule of right: I know how it should be done

Unwritten Rules in Our Jobs
The rule of possibility: That's impossible.
The rule of planning: We'll just do it.
The rule of responsibility: It's not my job
The rule of follow-thru: Just set it and forget it.
The rule of initiative: I just do what I'm told.

Membership Contributions Continued
By Dave Russo, PMP

timeline of batch cycle execution. MS
-Visio was used to diagram the critical
path components of the batch cycle
across global office operation hours
starting with imports from MS-Project,
and finally, MS-Project was used to
conduct critical path analysis determining total and free float during the

execution of the batch cycle.
Summary – Breaking complex problems into constituent parts and applying the proper technique and tools to
solve each step can lead to great breakthroughs in performance for computer
processing and organizational perPage 11

formance. Do you use everything in
your toolbox to solve problems?
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What is a Project?
A Simple Question with a Very Difficult Answer
Jamal Moustafaev,
MBA, PMP – president
and founder of Thinktank Consulting
This is a seemingly simple question, at least, for
a certified project manager. After all we all
know that a project is an “endeavor that
has a definite start and an end, undertaken
to deliver a unique product a service”.
Usually this definition is followed by a
couple of illustrative examples:
 Creation of the first prototype of the
Formula One car is a project since it does
have a defined start, an end and produces a
unique product.
Mass production of, say, canned soup is
not a project, since while it has a defined
start it does not have a defined end. Also,
thousands of cans can’t be considered a
unique product since all of them are identical.

Employee: Wait a second! So, according to this definition the act of
sending an e-mail is a project,
right? It has a defined start and an
end and represents a unique product
…
Me: Well, you can look at it this way
…
Employee: Does this mean I have to
write a project charter, requirements document and a project plan
every time I intend to create an
email?

(i.e. do we assume that the employees are
free or calculate their daily/monthly cost to
the company?)

Another issue that is very frequently
brought up is the size of the threshold. Put
it too high and the company will end up
with too few projects that will require project management methodology. Put it too
low and you will discover that you need to
hire between 30 and 50 professional project managers!
The way to address these questions is to
involve the executives into the discussion
and to work closely with the employees of
Although I appreciated the humor in his
the organization in order to find the optiinquiry, the “what is a project?” issue is
one of the most hotly contested topics dur- mal solution.
ing the project management implementation initiatives at almost all organizations.
The standard approach is to establish some
Jamal Moustafaev, MBA, PMP – presikind of threshold expressed in terms of
dent and founder of Thinktank Consultdollars or man-months and agree that an
ing is an internationally acclaimed expert
endeavor exceeding this threshold would
and speaker in the areas of project/
be treated as a project. For example, any
portfolio management, scope definition,
initiative with a budget of more than
process improvement and corporate training. Jamal Moustafaev has done work for
$100,000 (or with an effort of more than
10 man-months) shall be considered a pro- private-sector companies and government
ject and will require adherence to the pro- organizations in Canada, US, Asia, Europe
and Middle East. Read Jamal’s Blog @
ject management methodology.
www.thinktankconsulting.ca
Discussion of these thresholds usually
takes a long time especially at the organi- If you have a Twitter account, please folzations where metrics gathering is not a
low Jamal there: https://twitter.com/
ThinktankConsul
very popular practice. Some of the ques-

About the Author

These examples unfortunately do not reflect the complexities that are usually encountered when deploying project management at various organizations. I remember
a consulting engagement when we were
working together with a focus group of the
employees at a large government organization. One of the tasks on our agenda was to
determine what would be considered a
project by the company standards and thus
require the application of the project man- tions that arise are:
agement methodology. The following
 We do not estimate the cost of our
conversation took place between one of the
internal projects. How do we apply the
employees and me:
threshold rule?
 We do not estimate or plan the total
Me: Project is an endeavor that has
human effort for our projects. How do we
a definite start and an end undertaken to deliver a unique product a apply the threshold rule?
Should we include the human effort reservice.
quired into the overall cost of the project
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Like our page on Facebook: https://
www.facebook.com/
projectmanagementthinktankconsulting
Connect with me on LinkedIn: https://
www.linkedin.com/in/jmoustafaev
Subscribe to my RSS feed: http://
www.thinktankconsulting.ca/rss.xml

